Interview Transcript
Sarah. Sungwoo, Avery
TONY: First time having some words about what it was. I spent a good deal of time at that time
trying to find anything that had been written or any organizations, and there were virtually none,
there was a book called "Sixth Man" written by an investigative journalist named Jess Stern, and
Jess had managed to find some groups of gay men in New York and San Francisco and Los
Angeles who were professional men who had full involved lives and became a part of those
communities for a few years, and then wrote about what their lives were like. And all of a
sudden, the whole life of a gay man looked completely different to me, from the vague, vague
things I had heard and thought it would be like to be a gay man. And then in the, I guess, junior
year, I became involved with, I was a musician, I was a keyboardist, and we were required to
accompany at least two singers, and I was engaged to the __, and one day she broke off the
engagement, and she said "you know, you're not in love with me, you're in love with Jack!" who
was the tenor singer I was playing for. And um, it was sort of amazing, and he sort of came up
to me at the same time and said "hey, I think I'm in love with you" and it was pretty wonderful.
We were together 8 years. But the difficult part was that his father was the chair of the school of
religion, and his mother was the head of the libraries, so my folks found out about it and threw
me out of school for a little while, and then they let me go back. Then Jack's folks found out and
threw him out of school, and he was only allowed to come back to school promising that he
would never speak to me again. He had to change his major from music to another department.
And then we carried on a long, I graduated about 3 years before he did, and we carried this
relationship on for 4 years, 150 miles apart, with my driving to pick him up on Friday afternoon
and then taking him back on Monday morning and then getting back in time to get to work. It
was a very interesting sort of time. And because I happened to be in music school, then things
were starting to be different, and the faculty was much more open, because quite a few of those
people were gay, so it was an infinitely more supportive environment. But it was an absolute
nightmare for both Jack and me when our parents so completely interrupted our educations,
without our having any idea what we would do. I mean, I hadn't earned a nickel in my life.
Actually the funniest part was the way that I found out that my mother had found out was that
when I went home and suddenly I had no keys to my new convertible. She had simply taken the
keys and said "move out." Fortunately that didn't last very long.
SARAH: So your parents weren't very supportive?
TONY: My mother certainly wasn't. Deeply religious family .
SARAH: I mean, did you convince them, or did they come around?
TONY: You know, probably the cleverest footwork I ever did in my life, I really said to her if
you throw me out of school, I probably will become exactly what you are afraid of I'll probably
have to be on the streets. So that changed her mind. My father was less less distressed about it.
AVERY: that is interesting, because usually, stereotypically, the father would be more upset
about it. Is that not true?
TONY: Well it certainly wasn't for me.

SARAH: Would you have any idea of why that might have been?
TONY: Well, I would expect that some ofit was religion, but also that he was from a much more
sophisticated family, and he was better educated. He also had been a frustrated musician, and
wound up not studying music or working professionally, and he got sent to medical school,
which he never finished. We did the same thing. So then I wound up as choral director in the
school system, someone promised me the moon at one point ifl would take a job in Houston in
the choral department. My new boyfriend, who was director of the theater center at El Dorado,
started looking for a job, and I had been offered a number of really wonderful things, including a
not very good job in Houston, and the only thing he could find was here. So I took this pretty
crappy job in Houston and never saw him again. Understand this was not the man I had been
with all these years before. One interesting thing about this, and this was in August of 1968, but
one of the really interesting things about this was that I went to meet the music faculty, as I was
leaving, I said to the chairman of the school of music, "by the way, I'm here by myself for 3
months and then my lover will be here. Where should I think about living" and she said *snap*
"Montrose!" So I guess I've always been out. So that has been very very interesting kind of
thing. By the time I finally got out of the music thing and decided to do the degree on social
work, by then the whole process, it was much more easy for me to be clearly and openly gay. I
went into grad school under the understanding that I wanted to work with gay people, and there
had been so little work done before that, so that was pretty much the beginning of being publicly
gay and openly gay, pretty much everywhere. I started a research project that looked at longterm intact gay couples, which had not been done before, which made me deal with public
advertising and so it was all over in terms of being at all closeted, so that was never an issue at
all. I was in practice for a while with a psychiatrist that had been chief resident ~ so that was
never an issue at all, then when Bruce and I kept working for churches through all this time,
which was really kind of weird, and gosh it was, I guess what I'm thinking about as I'm saying
this to you is I'm thinking about how much easier it was for me than an awful lot of people my
age, just for whatever reason I have developed a great urgency to be so closeted, as most people
do.
SARAH: Is there a particular reason you changed from working in music to being in social work?
TONY: Yeah, I spent 20 years on the couch trying to sort myself out. I mean, never forget this
religious family was still there, and it was still very, very difficult to make sense of the role of
oneself as a gay person living in the world. And relationships, lots of problems with
relationships after that first one, and I spent so long in therapy myself, I did graduate work in
music, by then I just reached the point where I really didn't want to do that. So it seemed like it
was interior design or psychotherapy, and this seemed like the better thing.
AVERY: Do you have a role model?
TONY: You know, there weren't role models. There really weren't role models for gay people.
You know, I'm almost 70, and in the 50s and 60s there weren't role models. I had a couple of
profs in college, well I think one, who I sort of knew as gay and he sort of intervened with,
particularly with Jack and me, when Jack's parents, but that was as close as there was.
Musicians, traditionally, a lot of male musicians have been gay, and I did a lot of theatre and

drama, so there were always gay people around, but frequently they were not the sort of lives
that I had wanted to live, just the sort of picket-fence kind oflife.
SARAH: So I guess you were, well the next question on here would be ''what inspired you to be
a therapist focusing on the LGBT community"?
TONY: Well, I think I kind of addressed that, but really it was looking desperately for therapists
who were even sympathetic enough. I think I first saw somebody in 1970. To find a woman
who was willing to see gay people was pretty unheard of. Then, years later, looking for a
therapist who worked with gay couples wasn't easy, and there wasn't anything to read. Those
were sort of inspirations, and over time, you know the many years that I spent in therapy turned
out to be so helpful and I really really love people, and am so invested in them, I think I always
hoped that it would never be so hard for younger gay people as it was for us.
SARAH: Even though you yourself didn't experience as many hardships as others have.
TONY: I think it wasn't nearly as difficult in some ways, but there a lot of things I didn't do, I
didn't go immediately to graduate school or get to take a doctorate, because of all of this chaos
with Jack and my not being able to be together, you know things like that made it really difficult,
and I think they changed, those kinds of obstacles probably changed many things in my life. It
would be quite different ifl were straight. But it wasn't so bad as the people who weren't beaten
up or weren't allowed to go to school. And I was fortunate in that I had a fairly overinflated
sense of entitlement, so I didn't expect to be treated badly, so some of those things helped very
well for me.
AVERY: Can I ask about the particular type of psychotherapy that you do? The Imago type?
TONY: You know, I don't really do that. I have all of the certification. It was a sort of
interesting early, developed in the 80s, late 80s . It attempts to look at the couple dynamics
within the object-relations theory. Essentially it was developed by a man named__, and what it
really did was sort of humanize the object-relations thought, it looked mostly at interactions
between two people, and it tends to see interactions as being involved with early developmental
experience. It's a nice model, but it is far from important. But I guess I should look into my
webpage if it looks like that is my model.
TONY: You know, I've kind of done some other nice things, I was on the board of the Texas
Clinical Society, which was a very prestigious organization for a while, and I was the first openly
gay person to be president. That was quite an honor, really.
SARAH: Do you feel like you contributed greatly as the president of that board?
TONY: You know, I'm not sure that I did, significantly. It was a fairly accepting group of
people, and a group of very very mature therapists, I was kind of the baby in some ways, so. It
was very nice to be as open in a fairly big arena. Sort of a national stage, but in mental health,
and in mental health in the late 90s, being gay was not a big issue at all.

SARAH: Do you think people are getting more and more accepting of being gay, or it hasn't
really changed?
TONY: I think it has become infinitely better, and nowhere near as good as it was, so much
better than it was just 15 years ago. You know, Bruce and I are almost embarrassed to tell
people where we met: you know, because it is really ... we met at a Log Cabin Republicans. We
were both life-long Republicans, and still there with the belief that we could keep the party from
being so crazy. But I think that one of the benefits of being involved in Republican politics
made us incredibly aware of how hostile and how really primitive people are. You know, if you
live in Houston, certainly if you live in the inner city and the social circles that he and I always
have, you are so removed from the prejudice and bigotry. But it was very very clear when we
walked into the state conventions. Bruce always tells this kinda funny story about our being at a
state convention once when they had denied Log Cabin a booth, and he and I were walking
through the convention and all these people kept coming up to us saying things about how sad it
was that Log Cabin wasn't allowed to come, and we couldn't figure out how they were picking
us out. So people would come all the way across the convention hall to talk to us and we were
half way home, it was in San Antonio, and we realized that, oh my god, we had just walked
through the convention holding hands. It wasn't as awful as it could have been, they could have
thrown us out, but two hours earlier we had been confronted by the Fred Phelps people,
screaming and yelling and having psychotic episodes in front ofus. And so it was a weird
experience. Truthfully, so many things happened in really lovely ways after Bruce and I met and
were together. And that was one of the changing event of my life. We both had set practices in
the community and we were both supremely decided that we wouldn't be closeted. And that was
pretty unheard of in professionals. So he was doing all the work around AIDS and I was doing
some of the early work looking at couples. So we knew each other's names forever, but we
didn't meet until 1995, and when we met, it was almost instant thing. The great luxury of
meeting another gay person who was as out and as publicly out as we both were, and then it
suddenly presented this pretty amazing opportunity for us to kind of present ourselves publicly as
a couple, because there were no visible gay couples. And I knew from 15 years of practice that
gay people were coming to me all the time with the belief that there was no such thing as a stable
gay couple. We knew there were, we certainly had friends who had been together for many
many years, so it provided this sort of wonderful opportunity for us to do that. I will never forget
one of the first times we advertised together in one of the mainstream newspapers. And this was
as a gay couple. The right wing people blocked our telephones for about four weeks, and they
would just call and call and call until nobody could get a call through. But fortunately we had
this wonderful P-Flag mom at the front desk who was not inclined to put up with very much crap,
let me tell you. But it was also kind of frightening, because there were also some threats, and we
didn' t know at that point what would come of this. But certainly it has paid off very nicely for
us in the long run, and it feels really good to the both ofus to be able to be as out as we are. You
know the result is that for many years now we' ve had big big groups of straight friends and
others, in real real mixed circle of really wonderful people who know us and have accepted us. It
doesn't seem to matter. We realized that we were holding hands over the table instead of under
the table at the restaurant.
SARAH: Is there a particular reason that you guys decided to get married, even though it isn't
recognized by the US or by Texas?

TONY: You know, friends of ours were, had already planned a wedding in Toronto, and it was
soon after Canada was allowing gay marriage, and they called and said "we' re going to do this"
and we just decided to do it. rm not quite sure why. I think we had known, and I'm sure I've
always known and recognized the depth of commitment between us, so we just kind of decided
to do it, neither of us expecting that it would be particularly emotionally significant, and it was
an amazing experience. We had done house blessing, which was as close as Mary Meeker
Williams, who was the minister at Bering at the time, it was as close to a wedding as she could
get away with, but the curious part about getting married, about being able to say it legitimately,
was that being able to say it to so many different people. I was dealing with a social security
issue recently, and the question was "are you married?" and I said "yes, I am, but the US doesn't
recognize my marriage." It is very interesting the way people start to respond to that. We just
recently changed banks, and went through the discussion with the banker about how the accounts
have to be set up, simply because the United States doesn' t recognize our marriage. That was a
very long-winded answer to your question. The opportunities it has allowed us, even beyond
that, there is a funny kind of sense oflegitimacy that is different, and I would never have
expected that. You know it was really weird because it was scary. We were thinking of all these
people that we knew that had these really nice relationships whether they were straight or gay,
and then they would get married and everything would go to hell, and we were thinking "oh my
god, could that possibly happen to us?" But, it did not.
SUNGWOO: Why do you think Canada or other country accept gay marriage faster than the
United States?
TONY: You know, I think it is very very easy. I think it is religion. I think that is the single
thing that sets us aside from virtually every other industrialized nation. A strong puritanical
belief system. And whether we believe it anymore or not, it has become such a political hot
button, I think that is really what it is, I don't think anyone cares about gay marriage really,
except that it is politically advantageous.
SUNGWOO: So do you think that religion is the biggest problem?
TONY: Yeah, I think it is the real fundamentalist
AVERY: Well, what do you think gay marriage' s future's going to be in the United States? Do
you think it will continue to climb up, or it will dip, or back down?
TONY: Well I don't know. It is really hard to tell. I think that frequently well meaning friends
of the gay community have made some decisions that have made this more difficult for us.
Having advanced the cause of gay marriage just before the 2000 elections was a very very
difficult thing. Probably had that not come up, I think it is fairly unlikely that Bush would have
been elected, and then the Supreme Court would have looked different, and all sorts of things
would have been different. But I'm sure we'll get there. On the other hand, we've never been
able to ratify the equal rights amendment. As long as these things remain political football, it
makes it more and more difficult. I do admire the courage of people who, for 30 years, have
been working towards this. I suspect that during your lifetimes you' ll see gay marriage. I doubt
that we will.

SARAH: What do you think has been your greatest accomplishment in your lifetime? What are
you most proud of?
TONY: Finding Bruce. Gosh, I don't know, there have been a lot of nice things. Really really
nice things. I had a nice career as a musician, I got to do an awful lot of things that I like doing,
I got to know a lot of really wonderful people. But I think the things that feel the most rewarding
have to do with having been able to do some of the groundwork, the cutting-edge things in terms
of advancing the whole gay cause of gay people, I think. I do think that the really public position
that Bruce and I have been able to make as a couple has probably been in some ways both our
greatest accomplishment. We have done some other things professionally that were fairly
significant, but I think that in the long run, maybe the one that may be the one that has the
greatest long-term benefits.
SARAH: You sound so satisfied with your life. That is fantastic. I hope I can be that way
eventually.
TONY: Well I hope so too. I must say, there have been incredibly difficult times. Miserable,
miserable times. But ifl look at the big picture, it has gotten better every year. Certainly since
Bruce and I have been together, it has gotten much better. I don't know if you've met him yet.
He's an absolutely wonderful man. I just think that Bruce and I haven't always been the activists,
the most visible activists around; there have been lots and lots of people who have been on the
front lines more than we were, but I think that both of us probably did a lot, our greater
accomplishments tended to be in the professional circles that we moved in, and the doors that
were opened to us as a result of that.
SARAH: While you may not be in the foreground of activism, I'm sure you're changing a lot of
people's lives through your profession
TONY: Well, I certainly hope so. We're pretty much activists, in a lot of ways, but I think about
people like Ray Harrold, people who were really out there throwing themselves in front of doors,
and Bruce and I didn't do that, we were much more inclined to do it by ...
AVERY: By holding hands?
TONY: Well, almost, with each other. But we were more inclined to do it by being a very
visible part of the broad society
AVERY: I have a little random question. You all were Republican. Are you all less Republican
now, are you still Republican now?
TONY: Oh we are so not Republican
A VERY: How did that happen?
TONY: You know, I don't think I even voted for Ronald Reagan. In fact, I can't remember
when I voted for a Republican. It was during the Clinton impeachment nonsense and we simply

couldn't stand it any longer. And I went out with a sign that was 30 ft long and 10 ft wide and
put it in front of our house, and it said "Fed Up Republicans Say Vote Democratic." It was just
too damn much to keep listening to those people and all the foolish stuff they were doing. We
certainly, I suspect we've never given a nickel to a Republican, and we've given quite a lot of
money to the Democrats. I was actually a Republican precinct chair once, in the same precinct
chair as Sue Lovell.
TONY: I guess the claim, the sort of professional claim to fame, w _
I did a really early
research, I guess I should mention this, it is kind of important; i
ad schooL I"collected a group
of 40 gay couples who had been together for a minimum of 6 ye . I think the oldest, the couple
that had been together longest, had been together for a little more than 30 years. This was in the
early 80s when there was nothing published. I found one study that had been done and it
involved 2 couples who had been together 6 weeks, and another that had been an exploratory
study of a couple that had been together for 6 months. And that was all the literature there was.
So to find a way, nobody even knew, at least the person I was working with, didn't know how to
draw a sample from minority groups. So to be able to find any sample at all was an enormous
achievement. I started out by advertising in the only gay publication, a little magazine called
This Week in Texas, and a few couples would pop up from that, and then suddenly they would
start to tell me about their friends. It was very interesting, in that study, which I never published,
but the thing that was most characteristic of these couples was that they regarded each other as
their best friends, and the data was drawn independently, and it was so interesting to see that
both people would say this about each other. They also talked a lot about sort of living in the
suburbs, and being a part of the neighborhoods they lived in. I remember one man who I talked
to said that their best friends were the straight couple who lived next door, and I asked about that,
and he said ''well, because when he has brown spot, I have brown spot." It was very very
curious to look at the integration even then of gay couples into the broader part of society, and it
was also very interesting to see that they were not very connected with the inner city bar crowd
at all, they tended not to know anything about it. Which is pretty much the way it remains.
SARAH: Yeah, I read this book about gay fatherhood in America and they were mentioning that
once they settled down into a committed relationship and thinking about children, they would
move from the inner city bar scene to the picket fence life. And it is quite a big separation for all
the people that were interviewed for the book. So that still exists, do you think?
TONY: Oh, I think it still does. I remember the first big black tie event that Bruce and I went to,
it was a fundraiser thing, we were at a table with three other couples, and one couple had been
together for 22 years, and one for 36, and the other one for just over 50 years, and it was really
really interesting, because it was the first time either of us had known couples who had been
together that long, and what we kind of started to learn after that was that there was this
enormous group of couples out there who tend to be much more separate from the single, gay life,
bar life, than they are from main-stream heterosexual life. I think it is very much that way still.
The difference is that there is a core of extremely active, socially active, gay, LGBT people in
Houston. So people are less isolated from each other.

SARAH: Is there a particular reason that you and Bruce decided to live in Houston? From my
perspective, I wouldn't think that Houston would be a very accepting place, or Texas more like it,
I don't know.
TONY: Well, my god, I came here in '68 so the big city was so much better than small towns,
and I turned down a job in New York to take a job here, and I had absolutely never any interest
in living in Texas. But Houston was very good to me. And very kind open city, at least in the
circles that I lived in. And the city grew so fast, and culturally it is amazing to have watched it.
By the time Bruce and I met, both of us had really well established practices, and you certainly
don't move practices, and I think that the other part is that, we did talk during the Bush
administration, we thought really seriously about moving to Canada, but then we decided that it
was just not the thing we wanted to do. We didn't want to give up our friends and build a whole
new social circle. You know by then we were so well established, we knew so many people, it
just didn't seem worthwhile. And our friends who left the country have spoken of regretting it,
actually, simply for that reason. We travel quite a lot, and we never tell people we're from Texas,
we always say we're from Houston, and we think there is quite a difference. Many years ago
when we used to be in England, we started being in England in the countryside, and there would
always be a sign on our car that said "Texans visiting your lovely country, please forgive our
awkward driving." And people would wave, and be really friendly. The minute Bush happened,
the signs went away, and we stopped being Texans, let me tell you. Its crappy climate, kind of
ugly terrain, and all sorts of things, but the beauty ofthis city is that everyone is new. Almost no
one, well I guess a few people grew up here, but for a long time, almost nobody did, so the city
was really accepting, and that was quite attractive.

